Dear Osteopath,
Imagine a FULLY Customised Osteopathic Newsletter that you distribute to your
patients that did just more than inform them about news and events in your clinic and
about Osteopathy. A Newsletter that actually stimulates referrals and reactivations. A
newsletter that has a strong Osteopathic message promoting the benefits of
Osteopathy to your patient data base and beyond.
This FULLY Customised Osteopathic Newsletter is not just the run of the mill
Osteopathy Newsletter you’ve all seen before, but one that is written not to sound like
a sales pitch, but it is a sales pitch. Look, you want patients to be informed, but that’s
not the whole objective of your Newsletter. The objective of your Newsletter should be
to keep patients in your practice, get them to refer friends and family and to get
inactive patients to re-activate.
As part of the package we will also include a monthly GP newsletter - this is a unique
proposion and is specifically tailored to be of interest to GPs, this will strengthen your
relationship with them and encourage them to refer patients to you. As I’m sure you’ll
agree developing and strengthening your relationship with GP’s can only be a positive
thing.
I developed these newsletters when I ran my own Chiropractic business so I have a
understanding of the day-to-day pressures of running the business side of a practice;
finding effective ways to market it to new and existing patients; establishing a rapport
with your patients and keeping it - all while working long hours in the clinic itself. Each
day, feelings of overwhelm get stronger, as these tasks seem to grow; while the time
you have to do them seems to be continuingly shrinking.
Can you really afford to spend valuable time away from patient treatments to write a
series of newsletters every month that markets your clinic and maintains regular
communication with your patients? Do you add more hours to an already long day;
racking your brain to write fresh articles, edit and properly format them - at the end of
these tasks, too drained to spend any real quality time with your family and friends?
We have an outstanding track record of producing informative and income generating
newsletters. This expertise allows you to easily communicate with current patients,
inactive patients and GP’s and reap the benefits of regular communication.
So, what are you waiting for? Two custom designed newsletters, one for patients and
one for GP’s, specifically written to enhance your clinic and designed to generate
additional business..
This is no doubt a great opportunity for you and your clinic, but there’s more! If you
sign up for the two monthly newsletters, we will also send you our Monday Morning
Email, and a copy of Osteopathic Success Made Easy vauled at $149.00!
Our Monday Morning Email is an informative communication from myself with relevant
hints and tips which will help you in your day to day running of your clinic.

“Awesome”
John Panuccio
(Osteopath)
I recommend Ideal
Practice to other
health care
practitioners”
Wayne Mahmoud
(Osteopath)
“You have helped me
much more that I
would have hoped”
Rob Bolack
(Osteopath)
“Exceeded my initial
expectations”
Kevin Poynter
(Osteopath)
“I would highly
recommend the
services of Ideal
Practice if you looking
to not just survive the
private sector health
business challenges
that lie ahead, but to
prosper”
Joshua Hayter
(Health Business Owner)
“I strongly
recommend utilizing
the services of
Ideal Practice”
Ian Tran
(Physiotherapist)

We have three eyecatching newsletter designs for you to choose from, and you can have the same design for both newsletters, or if you’d prefer a different design for each. Of course the colours of the newsletter will be adapted to match your
logo colour(s) or the colour(s) you specify. Your logo will be inserted where the Ideal Practice currently sits, and all the
information will be relevant to your clinic.
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